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Mathematicians have been known to complain that histories of their subject are lacking
in drama and poetry, that historians too often discuss questions of interest only to historians.
In this criticism the reviewer acknowledges some justice and offers a mea culpa for having
once devoted several dozen pages to a plodding, detailed analysis of some 19th-century
mathematical papers. No such complaint can be made against the work under review.
The editors and authors have addressed themselves to questions that will be of interest to
mathematicians and historians alike, and have written about those questions in clear and
lively English and (so far as the reviewer is able to judge) French.
The origin of this collection of 23 essays by 26 authors goes back to 1990, when Eva Bayer
suggested that a round table on the history of mathematics be organized in connection with
the first European Congress of Mathematicians. (The European Mathematical Society was
founded in 1991.) The round table was duly held in April of 1992, and all but two of the pa-
pers there presented are now published in this volume. The diverse material of the papers is
organized around a common theme, which Dedekind might have expressed as, “Was ist und
was soll die europa¨ische Mathematik?” The editors call up a “standard version” of the his-
tory of mathematics: It was invented by the Greeks, languished throughout medieval times,
and was then reinvented in 17th-century Europe. Everyone is aware by now that this version
of events will not do as a general history of mathematics. The present volume shows that it is
inadequate even as a history of European mathematics. All the essays show in some way why
the story is wrong, how it came to be believed, and what a more correct version of the story
might look like. The book amounts to a series of reflections on the idea of mathematical Eu-
rope. This topic is huge, encompassing the English, French, German, and Italian languages at
its center, with the Scandinavian countries, Eastern Europe, Russia, and the semi-European
countries of Canada, the United States, South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand at the pe-
riphery. In order to obtain a book of manageable size, the editors and authors have wisely not
aimed at completeness, but have instead focused on the more general questions mentioned
here.
Three aspects of the idea of mathematical Europe form the framework for the three parts
of the book. The first part consists of nine essays on the origins of European mathematics and
the concept of mathematical Europe. It contains a penetrating look at the history of ancient
Greek mathematics, several essays on the influence of Hindu, Arab, and Jewish culture on the
mathematics that Europeans learned during the Middle Ages, the creation of the history of
mathematics alongside mathematics proper during the Renaissance, and the social context of
the 17th-century European mathematical community. The six essays of Part 2, whose theme
is “at the boundary of mathematical Europe,” explore the way mathematics and mathematical
Europe appeared in the 18th and 19th centuries to the Chinese, Japanese, Czechs, Poles,
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Greeks, Spaniards, and Portuguese. (The last two were particularly welcome to the reviewer,
who has often wondered about the history of mathematics in these countries in modern
times and has found very little in the literature.) Finally, Part 3, which contains eight essays,
casts some light on a few of the many aspects of modern mathematical practice—journals,
schools of mathematics, mathematical societies, and the relation of mathematics to national
development.
What can the reader learn from these essays? Wonderful things! The answers that this
extremely competent crew of historians set forth are both surprising and interesting. For
example, in what ways precisely is the standard version of history wrong? In her introduction
to Part 1, Catherine Goldstein calls attention to the myth of “Nos anceˆtres, les Grecs”
(perhaps an allusion to the history textbook once used to teach children in French West
Africa, which began “Nos anceˆtres, les Gaulois...”). Besides its obvious neglect of the
legacy inherited by both the Greek and Renaissance mathematicians, the standard version
assigns too central a role to certain aspects of mathematical practice that turn out to be
less important than they appear at first sight. The Greeks, for example, framed geometry
as a deductive subject, thereby making logic and axiomatics central to its practice and
application. While this approach no doubt explains why the possibility of non-Euclidean
geometry was conceived only by those cultures that inherited the Euclidean legacy (the
Arabs and modern Europeans), it was a clumsy way of practicing both geometry and physics.
Roshdi Rashed points out truly that algebra revolutionized science. The reasoning that leads
from Kepler’s laws and Huygens’s law of acceleration for uniform circular motion to an
inverse-square law of gravitation (not Rashed’s example) is a good illustration of this claim.
Even more telling is the fact that with algebra, in the form of analytic geometry and calculus,
quite ordinary people can solve geometric problems that would have baffled Archimedes.
No one nowadays would dream of teaching the theory of conic sections as set forth by
Apollonius; indeed, in his translation of Apollonius’s work itself Heath felt compelled to
replace Apollonius’s ponderous geometric arguments with algebraic reasoning. Rashed’s
essay leaves the reader with the insight that the kind of rigor required by algebraic operations
is just as reliable as Euclidean logic when one is creating new mathematics, and a good deal
more serviceable.
As a second example we may ask how this inaccurate standard version of history arose
in the first place. Jens Høyrup explores the origins of the myth, finding its source in
the Renaissance humanists, who claimed to be heirs of the literary output of the ancient
Greeks and gradually extended their claim to mathematics as well. Of central importance
in this process was Petrus Ramus (1515–1572), who in 1569 published Scholae mathe-
maticae, in which he shifted the origins of algebra away from oriental sources that had
been recognized earlier by Regiomontanus, in favor of Diophantus. Giovanna Cifolletti
provides further details in her article on the creation of the history of algebra in the 16th
century.
Finally, what is an accurate version of the history of mathematical Europe? That question
is too large to be answered in full, but the authors exhibit many of the ingredients that will
be required to answer it. A good beginning is provided by the very informative essay of Gert
Schubring, which paints on a very broad canvas the key scenes at the center during the 19th
century (Britain, France, Germany, Italy) and offers one example of outward transmission
(to Greece). Other articles introduce additional topics that need to be taken into account—
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the role of the Jews in mathematical scholarship during the Middle Ages (neglected in all
standard American textbooks except that of Victor Katz), the growth of national schools
of mathematics, and specifically mathematical institutions, such as mathematical societies
and journals.
There is not a dull essay in this collection. In a fine example of European unity Colin
Fletcher writes in French about the community around Mersenne (and fleshes out the usual
generalities with vivid specifics) and Marie-Jose´ Durand-Richard writes about the British
school of algebra. Of the 23 essays 12 are in French and 11 in English. The introduction
and conclusion are written in both languages. Americans who have become wary of “eu-
rocentrism” may be disturbed by the title. As the volume under review shows, however,
the very attempt to study European mathematics accurately provides the best antidote for
any such cultural narrowness. Only within the broader context of mathematics in general
can such a thing as European mathematics even be defined. A collection of essays on
the history of mathematics more interesting and informative than this book is difficult to
imagine.
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On 21 January 1889, Henri Poincare´ was awarded the Prize of King Oscar II of Sweden
and Norway for the memoir entitled Sur le proble`me des trois corps et les e´quations de la
dynamique, which made an important contribution to the progress of mathematics in general
and to the understanding of the three-body problem in particular. This caused not only
international recognition of Poincare´’s work and of the new research directions he had open-
ed but also a scandal that at some point threatened to spread beyond the boundaries of
the mathematical community. Only the tactful intervention of Go¨sta Mittag-Leffler, the
organizer of the competition and an advisor to the King, saved the reputation of the prize
and of those involved in awarding it.
The scandal began with an error that Poincare´ discovered in the prize paper while prepar-
ing the manuscript for publication and that he corrected during the following months.
The discovery of the error, however, came too late to stop the printing of the latest issue
of Acta Mathematica, in which the flawed memoir appeared. Some copies even reached
their subscribers. As editor-in-chief of Acta, Mittag-Leffler decided to destroy the whole
production and reprint the issue. The substantial costs, which exceeded threefold the
awarded sum, were entirely covered by Poincare´. Given the circumstances, several peo-
ple questioned the fairness of the competition. Hugo Gylde´n, a Swedish mathematical
astronomer, claimed that he deserved the prize since he had found a power series solu-
tion of the three-body problem, convergent for all time, thus answering the question that
